
Chapter 5

AHTR Optimization Preliminary
Work

This chapter demonstrates the preliminary work completed for AHTR optimization. I used

REALM to apply genetic algorithms to maximize keff in a single AHTR fuel slab. Then, I

presented spatial and energy homogenizations for applications to AHTR multiphysics simu-

lations. The dissertation-results Github repository contains all the scripts, results, and

plots shown in this chapter [?].

5.1 REALM Optimization: AHTR Fuel Slab

5.1.1 Problem Definition

This demonstration explores how inhomogeneous fuel distributions impact keff compared

with homogenous fuel distributions customary in most reactor designs. I use OpenMC

v0.12.0 for these neutronics calculations with the ENDF/B-VII.1 data library [12]. The

reactor core explored is a straightened slab from the FHR benchmark’s AHTR design. Figure

5.1 illustrates the straightened fuel slab. The slab has 27.1×3.25×1.85 cm3 dimensions with

periodic boundary conditions in the x-y axis and reflective boundary conditions in the z

axis. I use the same materials as in the FHR benchmark, except for the homogenization of

each TRISO particle’s four outer layers: porous carbon buffer, inner pyrolytic carbon, silicon

carbide layer, and the outer pyrolytic carbon. The TRISO particles’ dimensions remain the

same. Table 5.1 reports the keff for this original straightened AHTR configuration with

and without the outer layer TRISO homogenization. The TRISO particle outer four-layer
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∎ FLiBe
∎ Graphite (Fuel Plank)
∎ Graphite (Fuel Stripe)
∎ TRISO particle

Figure 5.1: Straightened Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) fuel slab.

Table 5.1: Straightened Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) fuel slab’s keff for
case with no TRISO homogenization and case with homogenization of the four outer
layers. Both simulations were run on one BlueWaters XE Node.

TRISO Homogenization keff Simulation time [s]

None 1.38548 ± 0.00124 233

Four outer layers 1.38625 ± 0.00109 168

homogenization resulted in a 30% speed-up without compromising accuracy with keff values

within each other’s uncertainty.

The REALM optimization problem’s objective is to maximize the slab’s keff by varying

the TRISO particle packing fraction across the slab while keeping the total packing fraction

constant at 0.0979. This total packing fraction is consistent with the original straightened

slab with TRISO particles in fuel stripes (Figure 5.1). I divided the slab into ten slices along

the x-axis between the FLiBe and graphite buffers, resulting in ten 2.31 × 2.55 × 1.85 cm3

slices. A sine distribution governs the TRISO particle packing fraction’s distribution across

slices:

PF (x) = (a ⋅ sin(b ⋅ x + c) + 2) ⋅NF (5.1)
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where

PF = packing fraction [−]

a = amplitude, peak deviation of the function from zero [−]

b = angular frequency, rate of change of the function argument [radians
cm

]

c = phase, the position in its cycle the oscillation is at t = 0 [radians]

x = midpoint value for each slice [cm]

NF = Normalization factor [−]

I collected and normalized the sine distribution’s value at each of the ten x-slices’ midpoints

by the total packing fraction to ensure a consistent number of TRISO particles in the slab.

For example, a packing fraction distribution of PF (x) = (0.5 ⋅ sin(π3 ⋅ x + π) + 2) ⋅NF , results

in the following packing fractions for the ten slices: 0.103, 0.120, 0.049, 0.138, 0.076, 0.081,

0.136, 0.048, 0.125, and 0.098. Figure 5.2 shows this sine distribution, highlights the packing

fraction at the respective midpoints, and displays the slab’s x-y axis view with packing

fraction varying based on this sine distribution.

In REALM, a genetic algorithm varies the a, b, and c variables to find a combination

that produces a packing fraction distribution that maximizes the slab’s keff . I defined a, b,

and c’s upper and lower bounds as:

• 0 < a < 2

• 0 < b < π
2

• 0 < c < 2π

I selected a variable’s bounds to keep the sine distribution from falling below zero. The b

and c variable bounds spread wide enough to allow the genetic algorithm to explore various

sine distributions. The OpenMC evaluator calculates keff . OpenMC runs each simulation
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Figure 5.2: Below: PF (x) = (0.5 sin(π3x + π) + 2) ×NF sine distribution with red points
indicating the packing fraction at each slice. Above: Straightened Advanced High
Temperature Reactor (AHTR) fuel slab with varying TRISO particle distribution across
ten slices based on the sine distribution.
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with 80 active cycles, 20 inactive cycles, and 8000 particles to reach ∼130pcm uncertainty.

Figure 5.3 shows the REALM input file for this genetic algorithm optimization problem.

ahtr slab openmc.py is the template OpenMC straightened AHTR slab script that accepts

a, b and c from REALM, calculates packing fraction distribution, and assigns packing fraction

values to each fuel slice. Subsequently, REALM runs the templated OpenMC script to

generate keff .

5.1.2 Hyperparameter Search

In REALM’s input file, the user defines the genetic algorithm’s hyperparameters. A good

hyperparameter set guides the optimization process by balancing exploitation and explo-

ration to find an optimal solution quickly and accurately. Finding a good hyperparameter

set requires a trial-and-error process.

I performed the hyperparameter search with a coarse-to-fine random sampling scheme,

whose advantages I previously discussed in Section 2.4.2. The hyperparameters varied in-

cluded population size, number of generations, mutation probability, mating probability,

selection operator, selection operator’s number of individuals, selection operator’s tourna-

ment size, mutation operator, and mating operator. I started with 25 coarse experiments

and fine-tuned the hyperparameters with 15 more experiments. For each genetic algorithm

experiment, I held the number of OpenMC evaluations constant at 600. The number of

evaluations correlated the population size and number of generations. I randomly sampled

population size and used the following equation to calculate the number of generations:

no. of generations = no. of evaluations

population size
(5.2)

Table 5.2 shows the lower and upper bounds used for each hyperparameter’s random sam-

pling.

The initial 25 coarse experiments’ sought to narrow down the hyperparameters to find
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1 {

2 "control_variables": {

3 "a": {"min": 0.0, "max": 2.0},

4 "b": {"min": 0.0, "max": 1.57},

5 "c": {"min": 0.0, "max": 6.28},

6 },

7 "evaluators": {

8 "openmc": {

9 "input_script": "ahtr_slab_openmc.py",

10 "inputs": ["a", "b", "c"],

11 "outputs": ["keff"],

12 "keep_files": false,

13 }

14 },

15 "constraints": {"keff": {"operator": [">="], "constrained_val": [1.0]}},

16 "algorithm": {

17 "objective": "max",

18 "optimized_variable": "keff",

19 "pop_size": 60,

20 "generations": 10,

21 "mutation_probability": 0.23,

22 "mating_probability": 0.46,

23 "selection_operator": {"operator": "selTournament", "k": 15, "tournsize": 5},

24 "mutation_operator": {

25 "operator": "mutPolynomialBounded",

26 "eta": 0.23,

27 "indpb": 0.23,

28 },

29 "mating_operator": {"operator": "cxBlend", "alpha": 0.46},

30 },

31 }

Figure 5.3: Reactor Evolutionary Algorithm Optimizer (REALM) JSON input file to
maximize keff in the straightened Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) fuel slab
by varying packing fraction distribution with control variables a, b, and c.
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Table 5.2: Hyperparameter search is conducted in three phases: Coarse Search, Fine
Search 1, Fine Search 2. Each hyperparameter’s lower and upper bounds for each search
phase are listed.

Hyperparameter Type Coarse Search

Bounds

Fine Search 1

Bounds

Fine Search 2

Bounds

Experiments - 0 to 24 24 to 34 35 to 39

Population size (pop) Continuous 10 < x < 100 20 < x < 60 60

Mutation probability Continuous 0.1 < x < 0.4 0.2 < x < 0.4 0.2 < x < 0.3

Mating probability Continuous 0.1 < x < 0.6 0.1 < x < 0.3 0.45 < x < 0.6

Selection operator Discrete SelTournament,

SelBest, SelNSGA2

SelTournament,

SelBest, SelNSGA2

SelTournament

Selection individuals Continuous 1
3
pop < x < 2

3
pop 1

3
pop < x < 2

3
pop 15

Selection tournament size

(only for SelTournament)

Continuous 2 < x < 8 2 < x < 8 5

Mutation operator Discrete mutPolynomialBounded mutPolynomialBounded mutPolynomialBounded

Mating operator Discrete cxOnePoint,

cxUniform, cxBlend

cxOnePoint,

cxUniform, cxBlend

cxOnePoint, cxBlend

a smaller set of hyperparameter bounds that produce higher keff values. Figure 5.4 shows

the hyperparameters’ plotted against each other with a third color dimension representing

the keffave value in each experiment’s final generation. Lighter scatter points indicate higher

final population keffave values, which suggests better hyperparameter sets. I plotted the hy-

perparameters against each other to visualize the interdependence between hyperparameters.

From the coarse hyperparameter search, I noticed the following trends:

• Mutation probability has a higher keffave, between 0.2 and 0.4.

• Mating probability has a higher keffave, between 0.1 and 0.3.

• Population size has a higher keffave, between 20 and 60.

• No obvious interdependence between hyperparameters.

Next, I proceeded to the fine searches. From Figure 5.4, I narrowed down population

size, mutation probability, and mating probability bounds, as shown in Table 5.2’s Fine

Search 1 Bounds column. I found no significant trends in the other hyperparameters, so
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Figure 5.4: Coarse hyperparameters search’s results. Hyperparameter values are plotted
against each other with a third color dimension representing each experiment’s final
population’s keffave.
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I left them as is. I ran ten more experiments (25 to 34), sampling hyperparameters from

the Fine Search 1 Bounds. From these results, I conducted a second fine search with five

experiments (35 to 39) with further tuned hyperparameter bounds, as shown in Table 5.2’s

Fine Search 2 Bounds column. I determined these new hyperparameter bounds based on

these reasons:

• Mutation probability has a higher keffave, between 0.2 and 0.3.

• I overlooked keffave peaking at mating probability between 0.45 and 0.6 in the previous

Fine Search 1, thus shifted the bounds.

• The highest keffave occurred for selTournament.

• I narrowed down mating operator options to cxBlend and cxOnePoint since they had

higher keffave.

• I selected arbitrary numbers for population size, selection individuals, and tournament

size since they did not correlate with keffave values.

Figure 5.5 shows the relationship between hyperparameter values and a, b, c control param-

eters, final generation keffmax, and final generation keffave. The coarse experiments’ scatter

points are 50% transparent, while the fine experiments’ scatter points are opaque. In Figure

5.5, on average, the fine experiments (opaque scatter points) have higher keffave, which in-

dicates that the hyperparameter search process met its objective of finding hyperparameter

bounds that enable quicker and more accurate optimization.

Table 5.3 shows the hyperparameters for the five experiments with the highest final

generation keffave. Figure 5.6 shows the packing fraction distributions that produced the

keffmax from the top five experiments. Four experiments had similar packing fraction dis-

tributions peaking at approximately 0.23 in the slab’s center. In contrast, one experiment

had an exponential-like distribution with a peak packing fraction of 0.31 at the slab’s side.
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Figure 5.5: Hyperparameters search’s results for all 40 experiments (coarse and fine). I
plotted the hyperparameters against: a,b,c control parameters, each experiment’s final
generation keffmax, and final generation keffave with a third dimension representing each
experiment’s final population’s keffave. Coarse experiments’ (0 to 24) scatter points are
50% transparent, while the fine experiments’ (24 to 39) scatter points are opaque.
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Table 5.3: Control Parameters, keff results, and hyperparameter values for the five
hyperparameter search experiments with the highest final generation keffave.

Control/Output

Parameters

Experiment 6 Experiment 15 Experiment 24 Experiment 36 Experiment 39

keffave [-] 1.39876 1.40155 1.40118 1.39906 1.40165

keffmax [-] 1.40954 1.40440 1.40365 1.40590 1.40519

a [-] 1.993 1.998 1.999 1.997 1.989

b [ radians
cm

] 0.057 0.367 0.320 0.339 0.354

c [radians] 3.571 3.022 3.615 3.053 3.143

Hyperparameter

Population size 83 28 74 60 60

Generations 8 22 9 10 10

Mutation probabil-

ity

0.32 0.26 0.21 0.23 0.23

Mating probability 0.17 0.53 0.48 0.59 0.46

Selection operator selTournament selTournament selBest selTournament selTournament

Selection individu-

als

38 14 25 15 15

Selection tourna-

ment size

7 5 - 5 5

Mutation operator mutPolynomial

Bounded

mutPolynomial

Bounded

mutPolynomial

Bounded

mutPolynomial

Bounded

mutPolynomial

Bounded

Mating operator cxOnePoint cxOnePoint cxUniform cxBlend cxBlend

Figure 5.6: Packing fraction distribution across the x-axis of the Advanced High
Temperature Reactor (AHTR) slab for the five hyperparameter search experiments with
the highest final generation keffave.
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The similar final packing fraction distributions demonstrate genetic algorithms’ robustness

to find the optimal global solutions with different hyperparameters.

I ran these simulations on the BlueWaters supercomputer [54]. In each REALM sim-

ulation, each generation runs a population size number of individual OpenMC simulations.

Each OpenMC simulation takes approximately 13 minutes to run on a single BlueWaters XE

node. With approximately 600 OpenMC evaluations per REALM simulation, the REALM

simulation takes about 130 BlueWaters node-hours. The hyperparameter search ran 40

REALM simulations, thus using approximately 5200 node-hours.

5.1.3 Results for Best Hyperparameter Set

I define the best-performing hyperparameter set as the experiment that produces the highest

keffave in its final generation. Fine Search 2 ’s experiment 39 produces the best performing

hyperparameter set, shown in Table 5.3, with center-peaking packing fraction distribution

of keffmax = 1.40519. Experiment 39’s keffmax exceeds the original straightened AHTR

configuration’s keff by ∼ 2000pcm, proving that optimizing inhomogenous fuel distributions

enables better neutronics. Figure 5.7 shows the packing fraction distribution that produced

keffmax = 1.40519.

Figures 5.8a and 5.8b show the keff evolution and packing fraction distribution through

the best performing 39th experiment’s generations. The keffmax converged quickly by gener-

ation 1; however, this usually does not occur. The genetic algorithm optimizes stochastically,

resulting in the possibility that the algorithm randomly samples a control parameter set that

maximizes the objective function early in the optimization process. The keffave demonstrates

how each generation’s average keff converges towards a higher value with each generation’s

improvements. To demonstrate how the genetic algorithm optimization process usually goes,

Figures 5.9a and 5.9b show the keff evolution and packing fraction distribution through the

second-best performing 15th experiment’s generations. Experiment 15 demonstrates how

both maximum and average keff converge towards a higher keff with improvements from
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Figure 5.7: Experiment 39 packing distribution that produced keffmax = 1.40519. Below:
PF (x) = (1.98 sin(0.35x + 3.14) + 2) ×NF sine distribution with red points indicating the
packing fraction at each slice. Above: Straightened Advanced High Temperature Reactor
(AHTR) fuel slab with varying TRISO particle distribution across ten slices based on the
sine distribution.
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(a) Minimum, average, and maximum keff values evolution.

(b) keffmax’s packing fraction distribution evolution.

Figure 5.8: Results for each generation for REALM’s genetic algorithm optimization of the
Straightened Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) Fuel Slab. The REALM
simulation used the 39th experiment’s hyperparameter set.
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each generation.

Both Experiments 39 and 15 have packing fractions peaking at approximately 0.23

in the slab’s center and decreasing to zero at the slab’s sides. The amplitude, a, for the

packing fraction distribution that produced keffmax for Experiment 39 and the other top-

five experiments (Table 5.3) have settled at the upper bound of approximately 2. A higher

amplitude, a, shows that a slab geometry with larger packing fraction variations results

in a higher keff . These observations about packing fraction distribution for keffmax are

consistent with conclusions from the FHR benchmark (Chapter 3): a high keff occurs with

a good balance between fuel loading and moderation space. Fission occurs at high TRISO

particle concentration areas at thermal flux; however, the neutrons are born at fast flux

and require moderation to slow down to thermal ranges. Therefore, larger moderation areas

ensure higher resonance escape probability for the fast neutrons resulting in higher thermal

flux, leading to more fission occurring and a higher keff .

I also observed that TRISO particle packing fraction peaks in the center of the slab,

proving that if the optimization problem focuses purely on the slab’s neutronics by maximiz-

ing keff , the fuel tends to culminate in the middle. Center-peaking fuel density is nonideal

for other key reactor core qualities, such as good heat transfer and ensuring flat power across

the core.

5.2 AHTR Multiphysics Model Preliminary Work

I will use the open-source simulation tool, Moltres, to conduct AHTR multiphysics simu-

lations. Moltres, an application built atop the MOOSE parallel finite element framework

[27], contains physics kernels and boundary conditions to solve arbitrary-group deterministic

neutron diffusion and thermal-hydraulics Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) simultane-

ously on a single mesh [49, 58]. AHTR Moltres simulations will capture thermal feedback

effects, absent from the purely neutronics OpenMC simulations. The objective of setting
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(a) Minimum, average, and maximum keff values evolution.

(b) keffmax’s packing fraction distribution evolution.

Figure 5.9: Results for each generation for REALM’s genetic algorithm optimization of the
Straightened Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) Fuel Slab. The REALM
simulation used the 15th experiment’s hyperparameter set.
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up the Moltres AHTR simulation is to eventually couple Moltres with REALM for AHTR

multiphysics optimization.

The benefits of Moltres over other multiphysics software, RELAP5 and NESTLE (used

previously for AHTR modeling and described in Section 2.1.2), for coupled neutronics and

thermal-hydraulics simulation:

• Moltres supports up to 3-D meshes, solving neutron diffusion and thermal-hydraulics

PDEs simultaneously on the same mesh [58]. This is much more flexible than NES-

TLE and RELAP5, which only support rectangular and hexagonal assembly lattices.

Therefore, Moltres can explore arbitrary reactor geometries easily.

• Moltres tightly couples neutronics and thermal-hydraulics, thus provides higher accu-

racy.

• Moltres, a MOOSE-based application, uses MPI for parallel computing, and compiles

and runs on HPCs.

To run Moltres simulations, the user provides group constant data from a neutron trans-

port solver, such as OpenMC, for Moltres’ multigroup neutron diffusion calculations and a

mesh file representing the reactor geometry. A TRISO-level fidelity mesh file is impractical

and will result in an extremely long Moltres runtime. For successful AHTR Moltres simu-

lation, I must establish suitable spatial and energy homogenization that preserves accuracy

while maintaining an acceptable runtime.

5.2.1 Straightened AHTR Fuel Slab Multigroup Simulation

I use the continuous energy OpenMC simulation to generate multigroup cross section data de-

fined over discretized energy groups and spatial segments. I then use OpenMC’s multigroup

calculation mode with the previously generated multigroup cross section data to calculate

keff . Comparison of keff for the continuous and multigroup simulations determines if the

energy and spatial homogenization used are acceptable.
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∎ FLiBe ∎ Left Graphite
∎ Right Graphite ∎ Fuel Slice 1/6
∎ Fuel Slice 2/7 ∎ Fuel Slice 3/8
∎ Fuel Slice 4/9 ∎ Fuel Slice 5/10

Figure 5.10: Straightened Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) fuel slab
spatially discretized into 13 cells for OpenMC multigroup calculation.

Table 5.4: 4-group energy structures for Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR)
geometry derived by [28].

Group Boundaries [MeV]

Group # Upper Bound Lower Bound

1 2.0000 × 101 9.1188 × 10−3

2 9.1188 × 10−3 2.9023 × 10−5

3 2.9023 × 10−5 1.8554 × 10−6

4 1.8554 × 10−6 1.0000 × 10−12

In this section, the straightened AHTR fuel slab simulations use the TRISO particle

distribution that generated keffmax from the best hyperparameter set (Section 5.1.3). For

spatial homogenization of the straightened AHTR fuel slab, I used OpenMC’s cell domain

type to compute multigroup cross sections for different cells. I discretized the slab into

13 cells : FLiBe, left graphite, right graphite, and ten fuel slices (each slice has a different

packing fraction). Figure 5.10 illustrates the AHTR spatial homogenization for the OpenMC

multigroup calculation. I used the four group energy structure derived by Gentry et al. [28]

for AHTR geometries. Table 5.4 defines the group boundaries.

Table 5.5 shows the keff values from the continuous energy simulation and the spatial

and energy homogenized simulation. The 26pcm difference between keff values is within both

uncertainty values, assuring that the spatial and energy homogenization used is suitable for

generating group constants for Moltres.
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Table 5.5: Straightened Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) fuel slab’s keff for
case with continuous energy and space and case with spatial and energy homogenization.
Both simulations were run on one BlueWaters XE Node, with 80 active cycles, 20 inactive
cycles, and 8000 particles.

Homogenization keff Simulation time [s]

None 1.40473 ± 0.00115 808

Spatial and Energy 1.40499 ± 0.00109 50

5.3 Summary

This chapter demonstrated the preliminary work completed for AHTR optimization. I con-

ducted a multigroup AHTR slab simulation with four-group energy and spatial homogeniza-

tion, which resulted in keff within the uncertainty of the continuous energy simulation. The

minimal keff difference assures that I can use these homogenizations when generating group

constants for Moltres. I also successfully applied REALM to maximize keff in a straight-

ened Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) fuel slab by varying the TRISO particle

packing fraction distribution. The optimization process began with a coarse-to-fine random

sampling hyperparameter search to find the genetic algorithm hyperparameters that worked

best. Experiment 39 performed the best with a hyperparameter set that produced the high-

est final generation keffave of 1.40165. The TRISO particle packing fraction distribution

that produced the final generation’s maximum keff of 1.40519 peaks at the slab’s center

with packing fraction distribution: PF (x) = 1.989 sin(0.54x + 3.143). This demonstration

problem had a single objective function of maximizing keff . However, many other objectives

should be considered, such as maximizing heat transfer and minimizing power peaking in the

core. Thus, in the next chapter, I propose future simulations for optimizing these objective

functions simultaneously.
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Chapter 6

Future Work and Proposed
Simulations

I demonstrated the need for this work with a summary in Chapter 2 of how additive manufac-

turing of nuclear reactor core components frees complex reactor geometries from traditional

manufacturing constraints and enables reactor designers to reexamine reactor core design

optimization. The literature review (Chapter 2) also concluded that stochastic evolutionary

algorithm optimization methods could find global optimums for reactor design problems in

the vast exploration design space enabled by additive manufacturing. Chapter 3 introduced

the Fluoride-Salt-Cooled High-Temperature Reactor (FHR) benchmark with the AHTR de-

sign and highlighted its benefits, such as passive safety behavior with negative temperature

coefficients. Chapter 4 introduced the Reactor Evolutionary Algorithm Optimizer (REALM)

software package, which applies evolutionary algorithm optimization techniques to nuclear

reactor design. In chapter 5, I successfully applied REALM to optimize the TRISO packing

fraction distribution in an AHTR slab and demonstrated the neutron transport energy and

spatial homogenizations for generating group constants for Moltres.

Based on the preliminary work conducted, this chapter proposes future simulations

categorized into two groups: AHTR development and REALM optimization. The proposed

work aims to address AHTR modeling challenges further and demonstrate using REALM

for multi-objective AHTR optimization of arbitrary geometries and fuel distribution. For

AHTR development, I propose the following simulations:

• AHTR 3D full core neutronics OpenMC simulation

• AHTR fuel slab and one-third fuel assembly multiphysics Moltres simulation
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For REALM optimization, I propose the following REALM simulations:

• AHTR slab geometry optimization to maximize keff , minimize power peaking, and

maximize heat transfer by varying TRISO x-axis distribution and FLiBe channel shape

using OpenMC

• AHTR one-third fuel assembly optimization to maximize keff , minimize power peak-

ing, and maximize heat transfer by varying TRISO x-y axis distribution and FLiBe

channel shape using OpenMC

6.1 AHTR Model Development

The FHR benchmark introduced in Chapter 3 is an ongoing NEA project to assess the

modeling and simulation capabilities for the AHTR. Benchmark participants, including the

UIUC team, contributed Phases I-A and I-B (2D assembly steady-state and depletion) so

far. The upcoming phases consist of 3D neutronics models and multiphysics models. Thus,

to support the FHR benchmark, the proposed work will complete the benchmark’s Phase

I-C. In preparation for the later multiphysics benchmark phases, the proposed work will

utilize Moltres to model AHTR multiphysics.

6.1.1 FHR Benchmark Phase I-C

The FHR benchmark’s Phase I-C extends the 2D assembly model from Phases I-A and I-

B into a 3D assembly model. The benchmark organizers will release Phase I-C’s detailed

specifications and required results in June 2021.

6.1.2 AHTR Multiphysics Model

Setting up a Moltres multiphysics simulation requires the user to provide group constant

data from a neutron transport solver, such as OpenMC. Moltres neutronics calculations use
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the following group constants: [49, 58]:

Σf
g : macroscopic fission cross section in group g

Σr
g: macroscopic removal cross section in group g

Σs
g′→g: macroscopic scattering cross section from group g’ to g

Dg: diffusion coefficient of neutrons in group g

εg: average fission energy per fission by a neutron from group g

ν: average neutron yield per fission by a neutron from group g

1

v
: inverse neutron speed in group g

λi: decay constant of delayed neutron precursor (DNP) group i

βeff : effective delayed neutron fraction

A Python script from the Moltres Github repository [48] extracts group constants from the

neutron transport solver’s output files. The Python script currently enables group constant

extraction from Serpent [45] and SCALE [10] output files. I used OpenMC to model the

AHTR neutronics for the FHR benchmark; thus, I will add the capability to extract group

constants from OpenMC output files to the Moltres Python group constants extraction

script.

Section 5.2 demonstrated that the multigroup neutronics simulation with four-group

energy and spatial homogenization of the AHTR fuel slab generated a keff within uncertainty

of the continuous energy and space neutronics simulation. I will utilize these homogenizations

to create group constants for the Moltres AHTR fuel slab simulation. I will then set up

a mesh for the AHTR fuel slab, run a Moltres simulation, and verify Moltres’ ability to

reproduce the following key neutronics parameters:

• keff (effective multiplication factor)

• reactivity coefficients: βeff , αD (doppler coefficient), αT,F liBe (FLiBe temperature co-
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efficient), and αM (moderator temperature coefficient)

• Neutron energy spectrum

• φ1(x⃗, y⃗), φ2(x⃗, y⃗), andφ3(x⃗, y⃗) (neutron flux distribution in four coarse energy groups)

Once verified, I will run a steady-state Moltres multiphysics simulation to determine the

maximum temperature in the fuel slab at steady-state.

With information gleaned from the Moltres AHTR fuel slab simulation, I will test out

energy and spatial homogenization for generating group constants for a one-third AHTR fuel

assembly model. Then, I will proceed to set up the one-third AHTR fuel assembly model

simulation, verify its key neutronics parameters, and finally, run a steady-state Moltres

simulation.

6.2 REALM Optimization

Section 5.1 concluded that the AHTR slab optimization problem should be further developed

by considering other objectives such as maximizing heat transfer and minimizing power

peaking in the core. In the proposed work, I will explore each objective separately and then

together. Table 6.1 describes each objective and how I will quantify each objective. I will

Table 6.1: Reactor Evolutionary Algorithm Optimizer (REALM) optimization problem
objectives with their quantification descriptions.

Objective Quantification

Best neutronics Maximize keff

Maximize heat transfer Maximize φtotal in areas along FLiBe coolant

Minimize power peaking Minimize Phigh − Plow

vary the following slab parameters to meet the described problem objectives:

• TRISO particle packing fraction distribution

• FLiBe coolant channel shape
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Table 6.2: Proposed Reactor Evolutionary Algorithm Optimizer (REALM) simulations for
optimizing Advanced High Temperature Reactor (AHTR) fuel assembly. Simulations
explore two geometries: straightened AHTR fuel slab and AHTR’s diamond-shaped
section, containing six fuel slabs.

Simulation AHTR Geometry Objectives Varying Parameters

1 Single fuel slab • Maximize keff • TRISO distribution

2 Single fuel slab • Maximize heat transfer • TRISO distribution

3 Single fuel slab • Minimize power peaking • TRISO distribution

4 Single fuel slab • Maximize keff • FLiBe channel shape

5 Single fuel slab • Maximize heat transfer • FLiBe channel shape

6 Single fuel slab • Minimize power peaking • FLiBe channel shape

7 Single fuel slab • Maximize keff • TRISO distribution

• Maximize heat transfer

• Minimize power peaking

8 Single fuel slab • Maximize keff • FLiBe channel shape

• Maximize heat transfer

• Minimize power peaking

9 Single fuel slab • Maximize keff • TRISO distribution

• Maximize heat transfer • FLiBe channel shape

• Minimize power peaking

10 Diamond section with six fuel slabs • Maximize keff • TRISO distribution

• Maximize heat transfer

• Minimize power peaking

11 Diamond section with six fuel slabs • Maximize keff • FLiBe channel shape

• Maximize heat transfer

• Minimize power peaking

12 Diamond section with six fuel slabs • Maximize keff • TRISO distribution

• Maximize heat transfer • FLiBe channel shape

• Minimize power peaking

I will conduct these optimizations for the straightened AHTR fuel slab geometry (as seen in

Figure 5.1) and for one diamond-shaped sector (as seen in Figure 3.2) with x-y axis periodic

and z axis reflective boundary conditions. Table 6.2 outlines the proposed simulations’

details. I will use the optimal hyperparameters derived in Section 5.1.2 for the proposed

simulations. Ideally, a new hyperparameter search should be conducted for each simulation

to find the best hyperparameter set for each unique problem; however, the computational

expense for conducting 11 hyperparameter searches is impractical. I find it acceptable to

use the same hyperparameter set because of the problems’ similarity. Table 6.3 summarizes
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Table 6.3: Hyperparameter values for the best hyperparameter set calculated in Section
5.1.2.

Hyperparameters Values

Population size 60

Generations 10

Mutation probability 0.23

Mating probability 0.46

Selection operator selTournament

Selection individuals 15

Selection tournament size 5

Mutation operator mutPolynomialBounded

Mating operator cxBlend

the optimal hyperparameters.

I will extend the REALM simulations proposed in Table 6.2 to include Moltres evalua-

tions if the proposed AHTR multiphysics Moltres simulations (Section 6.1.2) find approxi-

mations and assumptions that maintain accuracy while keeping acceptable Moltres runtimes.

6.3 Conclusion

Breakthroughs in metal component additive manufacturing fabrication have expedited the

development of methods for nuclear reactor component additive manufacturing. The promise

of cheaper and faster manufacturing of reactor components with additive manufacturing frees

complex reactor geometries from previous manufacturing constraints and allows reactor de-

signers to reexamine reactor design optimization. Therefore, I propose to explore the vast

design space enabled by additive manufacturing with the evolutionary algorithm optimiza-

tion technique that works well to find global optimums in multi-objective design problems,

such as nuclear reactor optimization.

In the preliminary work, I designed the REALM Python package that applies evolu-

tionary algorithm optimization techniques to nuclear reactor design using the DEAP Python

module, OpenMC, and Moltres. REALM seeks to enable reactor designers to utilize robust
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evolutionary algorithm optimization methods without going through the cumbersome pro-

cess of setting up a genetic algorithm framework. With the many AHTRs benefits, I chose

to apply the evolutionary algorithm optimization methods to this reactor type. I partici-

pated in Phase I-A and I-B of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

(OECD) NEA’s FHR benchmarking exercise. I also applied REALM to a single objective

function problem: maximize keff in the AHTR fuel slab by varying the TRISO particle

packing fraction distribution. This problem demonstrated the effectiveness and robustness

of genetic algorithms at optimizing reactor parameters for an objective function. However,

many other objectives should also be considered, such as maximizing heat transfer and

minimizing power peaking in the core.

Therefore, I propose to further explore using REALM for multi-objective AHTR op-

timization of arbitrary geometries and fuel distribution. Optimization objectives include

maximizing keff , maximizing heat transfer, and maximizing power peaking. I also propose

to further address AHTR modeling challenges by completing the FHR benchmark’s Phase

I-C and to set up Moltres simulations to model AHTR multiphysics.
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